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Abstract

Current envisaged cooperative vehicular applications require moderate to severe requirements of reliability
and latency according to their purpose. Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC)-based applications
mainly rely on the periodic exchange of information that under certain circumstances may cause congestion
problems on the communication channel obtaining unreliable and outdated information at application level.
Adaptive beaconing protocols adapt transmission parameters to di↵erent criteria such as the channel load
and application requirements to improve the overall performance of the vehicle network. Nevertheless, it
has not been determined yet if the information disseminated by these protocols is suitable enough for the
implementation of specific applications, e.g., Road Side Unit (RSU)-based Intersection Assistance Systems
(IAS) like Intersection Collision Risk Warning (ICRW). In this context, we first analyze the network behavior
in a realistic simulated intersection area where probability of packet reception becomes di�cult to predict
and models become highly complex. In that scenario, we present a critical analysis on the performance of
current EU and US decentralized congestion control protocols while their performance is evaluated with
respect to tracking accuracies required by Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) applications. Results
obtained lead us to conclude that adaptation criteria of beaconing protocols is not able to support di↵erent
safety applications at the same time, that is, there is a tradeo↵ in the selection of such criteria between
enhancing applications supporting vehicles or infrastructure. In that sense, we discuss and provide novel
adaptation criteria (Intersection Assistance State Machine, IASM) to improve the performance of beaconing
protocols towards assisting safety RSU-based IAS. Finally, we propose and validate through simulations a
novel beaconing protocol (Intersection Assistance Protocol, IAP) that improves performance over studied
protocols.

Keywords: DSRC, Vehicular Networks, Adaptive Beaconing, RSU, Vehicle to Infrastructure, ITS
applications, Intersection Assistance Systems, Intersection Collision Risk Warning
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1. Introduction

In the new envisaged paradigm of vehicular com-
munications, vehicular safety applications that are
to be implemented in the coming years have strict
requirements in terms of reliability and latency5

due to the critical nature of their mission. In
this context, information disseminated by vehi-
cles within Vehicular Ad-hoc NETworks (VANETs)
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must be accurate, continuous and up-to-date to sus-
tain those applications. To begin with, information10

exchange through latencies of the order of 100 ms is
needed to facilitate the so-called cooperative aware-
ness among vehicles and to be able to meet critical
safety requirements. Under the current framework,
Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC)15

enabled safety applications mainly rely on the pe-
riodic exchange of safety information between ve-
hicles and infrastructure using Vehicle-to-Vehicle
(V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) commu-
nications. Consequently, Cooperative Awareness20
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Messages (CAM) are broadcasted on the standard-
ized ETSI Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS)-G5
Control Channel (CCH) [1] in Europe while in the
same way Basic Safety Messages (BSM) are used
by US standardization bodies. Adaptive beacon-25

ing protocols are proposed by standardization bod-
ies and researchers to improve the overall network
performance, mainly adapting frequency and power
transmission to di↵erent criteria such as channel
load, tra�c density, dynamics of vehicles or appli-30

cation requirements, to name a few. In that sense,
several authors put an e↵ort into summarize adap-
tive beaconing in three surveys found at [2], [3] and
[4] while, e.g., the current European Decentralized
Congestion Control (DCC) is standardized in [5]35

and U.S. standard in [6] (hereafter referred as USA
DCC).
Intersections are one of the main scenarios men-

tioned in VANET literature where scalability is a
major problem because of its unique and severe40

characteristics that critically a↵ect packet recep-
tion. E.g., Intersection Collision Risk Warning
(ICRW) application is considered as primary road
safety application to detect possible vehicle colli-
sions in road intersections relying on the processing45

of CAMs and Decentralized Environmental Notifi-
cation Messages (DENM). Despite this, it has not
been determined yet if information disseminated by
the state-of-the-art beaconing protocols is suitable
enough for the implementation of specific Road Side50

Unit (RSU)-based applications or to what extent
they can sustain Intersection Assistance Systems
(IAS) [7]. In that sense, some questions arise such
as:

– Is designed criteria based on V2V metrics of55

state-of-the-art beaconing protocols diminish-
ing or enhancing performance of RSUs?

– What is the optimal design criteria that max-
imizes performance for RSU-based applica-
tions?60

– When and how adaptation criteria of beacon-
ing protocols must be adapted to sustain dif-
ferent applications or scenarios?

In this context and to the best of our knowl-
edge there is no study of the impact of the pro-65

tocols on the position accuracy from the Point-Of-
View (POV) of a RSU supporting IAS. Likewise,
no adaptation criteria has been proposed to im-
prove the performance of beaconing protocols to-

wards IAS for di↵erent adaptation parameters be-70

sides beacon rate. Thus, in this paper we analyze
VANET behavior in a high dense intersection area
where probability of packet reception becomes dif-
ficult to predict and models become highly com-
plex. Then, we evaluate the performance of current75

DCC protocols in a realistic simulation environ-
ment (Veins [8]) with respect to position accuracies
required by ITS applications from a RSU’s POV to
see if information provided by the protocols is ac-
curate enough to support IAS. Consequently, link-80

ing the analysis and the evaluation helps us to un-
derstand how the system and di↵erent approaches
behave and to extract information on how to maxi-
mize position accuracy for RSU-based IAS from the
information disseminated by the protocols on the85

shared channel. Finally, we propose and validate
an enhanced intersection assistance protocol build
on novel criteria based on vehicle dynamics and de-
rived from the lessons learned. Summarizing, the
main contributions of this paper are:90

– a critical analysis of the position error behavior
and current DCC protocols performance in an
intersection area from the POV of a RSU,

– new adaptation criteria (named IASM) for
communication parameters based on vehicle95

dynamics to enhance protocol’s performance
towards IAS

– and a novel beaconing protocol (named IAP)
to enable safety RSU-based IAS.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: adap-100

tive beaconing related work is discussed in Section
2. Then, the scenario considered is described un-
der Section 3. The position error behavior analysis
is derived in Section 4. Protocols studied are de-
scribed and discussed under Section 5. Novel adap-105

tation criteria is proposed, discussed and evaluated
in Section 6. An intersection assistance protocol is
presented and also evaluated in Section 7. Finally,
conclusions are exposed in Section 8.

2. Related work110

Adaptive beaconing protocols can be divided de-
pending on their approach into message frequency
control, transmit power control or hybrid based ap-
proaches. Also, depending on their aim, they can
be divided into congestion control protocols, those115
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aiming to control channel congestion, and aware-
ness control protocols, those that aim to fulfill ap-
plication requirements.
The most relevant trend being followed is to

adapt beacon frequency as a function of channel120

load so as not to exceed a threshold considered op-
timal with respect to the throughput of the chan-
nel, which in turn leaves capacity to receive mes-
sages that promptly inform of specific events like
DENM [9]. In addition, the vast majority of them125

are designed based on the fairness postulation, i.e.,
all vehicles must achieve the same performance and
the same opportunities within the network. One
of these examples is LIMERIC [10] that jointly
with PULSAR [11] is currently considered by ETSI130

[12] to be included in the ITS-G5 vehicular stan-
dard together with their DCC mechanism [5] and
CAM triggering conditions [1]. However, some chal-
lenges still remain unresolved, for instances [13]
stated that moderately adaptive approaches like the135

ETSI’s DCC do not perform well considering net-
work dynamics caused by shadowing, so they pro-
posed DynB which aims to be stable under heavy
network congestion and to be able to quickly re-
act to density changes. Besides, [14] pointed out140

that traditionally awareness control protocols have
been designed and evaluated separately from con-
gestion control protocols. Therefore, [14] proposed
INTERN which integrates a congestion control pro-
cess as a function of the channel load and an aware-145

ness control process which aims to adapt the power
to the minimum necessary so that the messages
are received with certain reliability at an individ-
ual warning distance. Also, [15] proposed an aware-
ness control protocol that provides di↵erent levels of150

awareness-quality at di↵erent ranges while account-
ing for correlated packet collisions. Despite show-
ing great performance in their function as demon-
strated by their authors, none of these relevant pro-
tocols take into account the position accuracy at155

the application level, which is a relevant metric for
most safety applications. In that sense, some pro-
tocols have been proposed which take into account
tracking accuracies using a trajectory prediction ap-
proach, e.g., [16, 17, 18, 19]. Being [18] the one re-160

cently adopted as the o�cial USA DCC in [6] which
correlates communication behavior with tracking
error stochastically sending packets when the sus-
pected error of neighbors grows above a defined
threshold. [19] used a trajectory prediction ap-165

proach and a RSU to allocate channel resources ac-
cording to tracking requirements from vehicles. Au-

thors of [20] provided a congestion control method
for road intersections using feedback from a RSU
about optimal beacon rate and backo↵ slots previ-170

ously computed o✏ine. On another hand, authors
of [21] proposed a situation-based rate adaptation
scheme that allows temporary exceptions for endan-
gered vehicles to use more than the equal fair share
of the channel. Also, same authors proposed in [7]175

another beacon rate adaptation algorithm relying
on their Intersection Collision Probability metric
while stating that current state-of-the-art conges-
tion control mechanisms are not able to support
IAS adequately. Nevertheless, neither of the afore-180

mentioned approaches take into account V2I appli-
cation metrics and some are not optimal at appli-
cation level since each vehicle has di↵erent needs to
meet application’s requirements at each instant of
time [22]. Also, they do not take into account inter-185

ference levels from other channels which is an im-
portant metric in beacon reception as pointed out
in [23, 24]. In that sense, taking advantage of the
multi-channel environment defined in the standard,
[24] proposed an adaptive relay selection scheme in190

which the V2V and V2I links switch transmission
mode either to improve the transmission rate or to
reduce their interference with other links when their
QoS requirements have been satisfied.

3. Scenario and system description195

Intersection areas are characterized for unique
and severe conditions where IAS are meant to de-
tect hazardous situations and manage tra�c in an
intersection area to reduce vehicle related problems
like road safety, pollution, tra�c congestion and200

transport costs. Reliable awareness becomes of high
relevance for IAS when trying to solve those prob-
lems e�ciently and roadside ITS stations (IT-S)
standardized by ISO [25] and ETSI [26] are designed
to help in those severe situations. RSU-based inter-205

section services considered by ETSI are many such
as [27]: collision warning, wrong way driving, tra�c
condition warning, signal violation warning, traf-
fic light management and optimal speed advisory,
tra�c information and recommended itinerary. Be-210

sides, ICRW is the most relevant application cur-
rently under standardization in [28]. In such a het-
erogeneous framework, applications’ needs derive in
very di↵erent required position accuracies that can
be grouped into three scales: low (10-20 or even 30215

m), medium (1 to 5 m), and high (a meter or sub-
meter). [29] matches some ITS applications to the
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Figure 1: Urban tra�c scenario in an intersection area ob-
structed by buildings (Scenario O).

aforementioned accuracy scales, hence, for the rest
of this article results and figures would be compared
to those.220

3.1. Intersection model

An intersection simulation environment scenario
has been designed and built in order to test the per-
formance of protocols for IAS. The scenario used for
the analysis and simulations is described below as225

it is necessary to understand the following sections.

Topology and network. The selected scenario is
an intersection with a deployed RSU ITS-S run-
ning ICRW that requires real-time monitoring of
all vehicles with a short end-to-end latency time in230

order to provide timely warning to drivers. Fig. 1
shows the topology of the scenario which consists
of an intersection regulated by tra�c lights of four
500 m long roads with six lanes each, three in each
direction. Two scenarios have been considered to235

account for worst and best situations of vehicles
sensing each other: (O) an intersection area fully
obstructed by buildings (Fig. 1) and (Ø) the same
unobstructed area where LOS conditions exist be-
tween vehicles of di↵erent roads. In a typical instal-240

lation the RSU will be mounted in the intersection
with one omni-directional antenna in the middle of
the intersection [30]. The antenna has to cover all
the approaching lanes, thus, the RSU is located in
the middle of the intersection maximizing Line-Of-245

Sight (LOS) at a height of 5 m. We assume that all
nodes in the network communicate according to the
IEEE 802.11p and ITS-G5 standard. CAMs are pe-
riodically broadcasted by vehicles on the CCH with
a Best E↵ort Access Category (AC BE) [31], which250

Table 1: IEEE 802.11p PHY & MAC parameters.

Parameter Value
ITS-G5 Channel CCH (5.9 GHz)
Bandwidth 10 MHz
Transmission Power (Pt) 23 dBm
Sensitivity (CCAth) -95 dBm
Data Rate (R) 6 Mbps
Beacon Size (L) 300 B
AIFS, CWmin 110 µs, 15 slots
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Figure 2: Average number of vehicles with two times stan-
dard deviation within the coverage area of the RSU.

results in the listening period (Arbitration Inter-
Frame Space, AIFS) and Contention Window (CW)
mentioned in Table 1 together with other relevant
IEEE 802.11p PHY and MAC default parameters.

Vehicle mobility. Three di↵erent vehicle classes255

were generated with di↵erent dynamics, lengths
and probabilities of appearance because these val-
ues a↵ect the behavior of vehicles. Vehicle speeds
were normally distributed to achieve realistic car
following behavior. Table 2 values result in a speed260

distribution where 95% of the vehicles drive be-
tween 80% and 120% of the maximum speed al-
lowed. We focus only on high density tra�c em-
ulating realistic rush hours because similar densi-
ties where simulated in [32] under the same sce-265

nario showing unreliable position accuracies. Fig.
2 shows the evolution of the vehicle number across
time in a road area of 19.5 km2. Please note that
vehicles stop appearing at t = 160 s. All vehicles
move according to the default SUMO [33] Krauss270

driver model with a time step length of 0.01 s. Ve-
hicle arrival process for each road was modeled us-
ing a B(160, 0.25) process with a trial every second
which approximates a Poisson distribution.
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Table 2: Percentage (⇢ ) of vehicle type together with their length (L), acceleration (a), deceleration (d), and max speed
(vmax).

Class ⇢ L [m] a [m/s2] d [m/s2] vmax [m/s]
A 0.29 4 2.6 4.6 ⇠ N (44, 0.1)
B 0.7 5 2 4.2 ⇠ N (33, 0.1)
C 0.01 15 1 3 ⇠ N (22, 0.1)

Wireless channel. The radio signal attenuation275

is modeled as a function of path, shadowing and
fading e↵ects. The experimentally validated Two-
Ray Interference model in [34] is used to capture
radio signal attenuation over distance and ground
reflection e↵ects because transmissions experience280

either constructive or destructive interference with
its own ground reflection. The small scale and the
large-scale fading are both represented by the Nak-
agami model with m = 3 for distances between 0
and 50 m, approximating Rician distributed chan-285

nel conditions where a LOS path exists. m = 1.5
from 50 to 150 m and m = 1 for distances above
150 m like in [35]. Also, as there is a substantial im-
pact of shadowing on the performance of congestion
control protocols, radio shadowing e↵ects caused by290

other vehicles and by buildings are modeled using
default [13] and [36] models, respectively.

4. VANETs in intersection areas

We critically evaluated the performance of static
beaconing in the simulated environment of Section295

3 as deriving an analytical model of the error is
complex [37]. Nevertheless, we derived an approxi-
mation to understand which are the main contribu-
tions a↵ecting the behavior of the system account-
ing for vehicle’s dynamics as well as the state of the300

communication channel. This allows us to under-
stand (i) why some protocols perform better than
others and (ii) how to adjust the parameters or de-
rive new protocols towards IAS.
Hereafter it is assumed that the positioning of305

the vehicle is error free because we are interested
in the error contribution from the performance of
the protocols not in the positioning of the node it-
self. A fix-period beaconing of 100 ms was selected
for the analysis as was first suggested by ETSI and310

SAE for cooperative awareness applications. The
main metric analyzed in this section is the position
accuracy because safety applications have strict re-
quirements in terms of awareness and latency. It is
defined as the error between the current vehicle’s315

tb
te

ttx

Time

position

reception

Use of

Beacon
transmission

information

Beacon

Figure 3: Relation of relevant time parameters that deter-
mine the position error of a vehicle at the RSU. The max-
imum position error would occur when te ! 0, i.e., when
the position of the vehicle is used to compute the error right
before receiving the next beacon.

physical position and the last reported position to
the RSU which implicitly entails the requirement of
latency.

4.1. Error behavior model

Firstly, assuming ideal channel conditions, a con-
stant vehicle speed v and uniformly distributed
events of looking up the position during a fix bea-
coning interval tb, the average position error at the
receiver can be expressed as half the minimum plus
the maximum position errors as [22]:

ē = v ttx +
v(tb � te)

2
, (1)

where ttx is the transmission time of the beacon and
te is the time between the position error computa-
tion at the RSU and the next beacon reception, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. However, the reception of the
next beacon depends on several factors as a packet
may not be received due to low SINR (i.e., collision)
or low SNR (i.e., reception power below receiver’s
sensitivity). This is illustrated in Fig. 4 where the
average position error at the RSU increases as the
average speed of vehicles drops while congestion oc-
curs, contrary to (1). Hence, considering this and
neglecting the error contribution of ttx (cm-order),
the maximum position error of a vehicle at time
instant k can be estimated as:

êk = vkE{tb0}, (2)
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where tb0 is a random variable representing the ac-
tual time between two consecutive beacons. Its ex-
pectation can be expressed as the number of consec-
utive tries I needed to receive a beacon multiplied
by the beacon interval, E{tb0} = E{I}tb. Now, as-
suming that packet loss is independent across time,
the expected number of consecutive tries can be ex-
pressed as:

E{I} =
1X

i=1

i P (i�1)
col

(1� Pcol) ⇡
1

PDR
. (3)

Note that in the scenario the probability of a colli-320

sion can be estimated as Pcol ⇡ 1 � PDR because
packet loss due to SNR represent in average less
than 0.6% of the total packet loss (Fig. 5).
Unfortunately, (3) is not valid in most complex

vehicular situations because of the fast varying den-325

sity of tra�c and correlated packet collisions due
to quasi-periodic transmissions of beaconing proto-
cols and relative mobility of vehicles towards the
RSU. Probability of reception is based on a plu-
rality of factors, to mention a few, IEEE 802.11p330

MAC contentions, the capturing e↵ect and the hid-
den node problem all e↵ect message reception but
are very di�cult to express analytically [37]. Due to
these qualities, the purely mathematical analysis of
the position error becomes highly complex. Never-335

theless, simulation results showed that (2) approx-
imates the behavior of error, i.e., it clearly shows
that error is a function of vehicle dynamics, which
roughly depends on tra�c conditions and scenario
topology, and of probability of packet reception,340

which roughly depends on the number of vehicles
and channel conditions. These allow us to divide
the error analysis into two main parts:

– the error component due to vehicle dynamics

– and the error component due to packet loss,345

Consequently, we empirically evaluate both contri-
butions using the realistic Veins VANET simulation
framework.

4.2. Influence of vehicle dynamics

Fig. 4 illustrates that error follows two di↵erent350

patterns as a function of time as shown by (2). On
the one hand, there are periodic fluctuations in the
error similar to the evolution in time of the aver-
age speed. These are due to the behavior of vehicle
tra�c at the intersection. For example, point A of355

Fig. 4, one of the time instants in which the error

0 100 200 300 400 500 600

Time [s]
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Position Error [m]

B

C

A

Figure 4: Average position error at the RSU compared to
the average speed of vehicles across time in scenario Ø. Vi-
sual comparison of both parameters allows to understand
dependencies of the error on the scenario topology and traf-
fic density.

is minimal, corresponds to when immediately tra�c
lights turn green: vehicles in queue are stopped and
those at the beginning start to accelerate, therefore
the average speed of vehicles is much lower and the360

resulting error as well. Once the tra�c light has
turned green, the vehicles accelerate until reaching
the maximum speed to leave the intersection, point
B in Fig. 4. In addition, vehicles that previously
stood in the queue move towards the tra�c light.365

All of these increases the average speed and con-
sequently decreases the position accuracy. Finally,
the same phenomenon can be perceived at point C
with vehicles that were on turn lane, although it is
less scaled because the number of vehicles is smaller370

and the tra�c light time is also shorter. The worst
case scenario can be found at larger distances from
the RSU where higher speeds are found. Also, the
temporal analysis of lost packets showed that when
vehicles stop appearing (t = 160 s) packet loss due375

to SNR follow the same pattern as the speed. This
is not due to the speed but to the distance in which
vehicles are located because it coincides that they
have the highest speed at further distances from the
RSU.380

Lesson 1. First study showed that intersections
are characterized by high mobile tra�c and that the
error depends on the scenario topology and tra�c
characteristics. Also, that the fairness postulation
is not optimal since each vehicle contributes dif-385

ferently to the error. Therefore, beacon frequency
should be adapted to the dynamics of the vehicles,
mainly because stopped vehicles near the RSU with
low mobility capabilities saturate the channel with
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Figure 5: Average number of packets dropped at the RSU
due to low SNR (SNR), simultaneous transmission (SINR-
S) and concurrent transmission (SINR-C) for di↵erent sim-
ulated shadowing conditions.
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Figure 6: Impact of shadowing on the average CBR com-
puted at the RSU. This figure illustrates the heavy influence
of shadowing conditions on the behavior of CSMA/CA pro-
tocol.

redundant information that does not improve the390

accuracy, raise the probability of a collision and are
the least likely to contribute to an accident.

4.3. Influence of packet loss

On the other hand, the error grows similar to the
evolution of the number of vehicles but attenuated395

by the decrease in the average speed when tra�c
congestion occurs as illustrated in Fig. 4. This
shows an inverse relationship between the influence
of vehicle dynamics and channel congestion (which
is proportional to tra�c congestion) on the error.400

That is, when tra�c congestion occurs the channel
becomes more saturated increasing the error, how-
ever, at the same time, the average speed of vehicles
decreases reducing the error. There are collisions in
almost all instants of time due to the periodic trans-405

mission of beacons. The problem worsens as the

number of vehicles increases coinciding in t = 160 s
the greatest number of collisions with the maximum
number of vehicles. Fig. 5 shows the number of
packets dropped at the PHY and MAC layer of the410

RSU for di↵erent kind of simulated shadowing con-
ditions accounting for no shadowing at all, shadow-
ing dynamics of vehicles (V) (i.e., Scenario Ø) and
the later one plus shadowing of buildings (V+B)
(i.e., Scenario O). It is worth mention that packets415

can not be received because of: considered as noise
due to low SNR, discarded as collision due to low
SINR during preamble reception (i.e., simultaneous
transmission) or discarded due to bit errors caused
by low SINR at some point during reception (i.e.,420

concurrent transmission). Fig. 5 illustrates the im-
portance of shadowing on packet reception in an
intersection which in the worst case translates to
minimum PDR values of 10% corresponding to a
90% chance of collision. Also, number of vehicles425

increases the e↵ect of radio signal shadowing dy-
namics increasing the probability that packets are
not received due to a low SNR but, more impor-
tantly, increasing hidden nodes during which colli-
sion avoidance mechanism of CSMA is not involved.430

Thanks to shadowing of vehicles and buildings the
range of distance at which vehicles sense each other
is diminished increasing concurrent transmissions
at the RSU.1Therefore, high density tra�c infer
a high collision probability arising the well-known435

scalability problem of the IEEE 802.11p MAC pro-
tocol which precisely congestion control protocols
try to avoid [38].

Hidden node and collision problems can also be
observed on the evolution of the Channel Busy Ra-
tio (CBR) over time in Fig. 6. The CBR is com-
puted at the RSU as the amount of time that the
channel is sensed as busy during a second. The the-
oretical CBR limit in CSMA/CA without packet
collisions can be computed as the total number of
beacons that can be fitted in a second, Nl, multi-
plied by the duration of a beacon transmission, tp.
In addition, Nl can be deduced as the inverse of
the packet duration plus the predetermined listen-
ing period (AIFS) as:

Nl =
1

AIFS + tp
, (4)

1At this point, an important distinction has to be made
as [13] found out that shadowing diminishes collision proba-
bility from vehicles’ POV, however, as found in this scenario,
collisions are increased from the static RSU’s POV which is
located at intersection’s center.
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where tp can be expressed as the duration of L
bytes transmitted at a data rate R plus the du-
ration of the predetermined 802.11p PHY header
(th = 40 ms) [39]:

tp = th +
8L

R
. (5)

Substituting first in (5) and then in (4) values
mentioned in Table 1 and multiplying by tp leads440

to a CBR theoretical limit of 0.8. However, as
shown in Fig. 6, CBR is close to 0.9 exceeding
the threshold of 0.8 because of shadowing attenua-
tion. This result indicates that the behavior of the
medium access protocol CSMA/CA converges to an445

ALOHA process where a node chooses a random
transmission time without sensing the medium. At
these densities, the network tends to behave like
an ALOHA protocol even though a back-o↵ mech-
anism is in place, which is aligned with the work in450

[38].

Lesson 2. Second study showed that high dense
tra�c and periodic beaconing increased correlated
packet collisions resulting in catastrophic position
accuracies as Fig. 7 illustrates. This indicates that455

congestion control protocols need to manage col-
lisions. Furthermore, from this point of view, the
fairness postulation is neither optimal since stopped
vehicles with low contributions to the error interfere
with further vehicles with higher speeds and prone460

to larger errors. Hence, adaptation to vehicles dy-
namics of all communications parameters (not only
beacon frequency) is needed to allow vehicles con-
tributing more to the error to overcome collisions
and capturing e↵ect.465

5. Protocol evaluation for IAS

We considered three relevant state-of-the-art bea-
coning protocols currently considered by standard-
ization bodies: LIMERIC [10], ETSI DCC [40] and
USA DCC [18]. Discussion on the performance of470

the di↵erent protocols under this section aims to
extract value information of how di↵erent adapta-
tion approaches perform in the scenario, if current
protocols are able to sustain IAS and to conclude
how protocols’ design criteria influence information475

reception for IAS. All parameters were adapted fol-
lowing the guidelines provided by the corresponding
authors which the reader is referred to for specific
details. In addition, default values of Table 1 were
used for adaptation of specific parameters not con-480

sidered by protocols.
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Figure 7: Impact of shadowing on the CCDF of the error
computed at the RSU. A higher number of collisions trans-
lates into higher position errors and uncertainty which are
not negligible for the implementation of IAS.

5.1. LIMERIC + PULSAR

Aim. Achieve desired channel load.
Beacon frequency is adapted at each time step k

using equation (6) in combination with CBR infor-
mation such that all vehicles converge to the same
beacon rate and to a desired channel load level
CBRmax = 0.6 that maximizes the throughput or
number of successful messages exchanged per sec-
ond. We added PULSAR [11] over LIMERIC, in
this way CBR measured by vehicles does not dif-
fer much from that measured by the RSU. Thus,
frequency is adapted to the global CBR which is
the maximum CBR between the one locally sensed
and the one reported by neighbors during two hops.
The local CBR is computed using a low pass filter
as in [11]. The CBR computing time window was
set to 250 ms, hence rate adaptation occurs every
750 ms to account for the information dissemina-
tion delay. Then, each vehicle adapts its frequency
r linearly as a function of the previous frequency
plus the di↵erence between CBRmax and the local
CBR sensed by the vehicle as:

rk = (1� ↵)rk�1 + �(CBRmax � CBRk), (6)

Constant variables of the linear model were set as
↵ = 0.1 and � = 2000/150 [10]. Besides, because485

vehicle number is not constant in the scenario, we
implemented the gain saturation approach provided
also by the authors in [10] in which rate update is
limited by a threshold X = 0.005 to prevent insta-
bility. We considered the unsynchronized case, i.e.,490

all vehicles do not check the CBR at same time.
Finally, the minimum beacon rate was limited to
tb,min = 0.1 s to verify if LIMERIC’s adaptation
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improves position accuracy w.r.t. the baseline when
congestion occurs.495

5.2. ETSI DCC

Aim. React to avoid channel congestion.
Beacon frequency is defined by CAM trigger-

ing conditions [1] combined with the periodic bea-
con interval T GenCam DCC (i.e., tb) provided by500

DCC state machine. CAMs are triggered when the
di↵erence between absolute values of current head-
ing, position and speed compared to information
disseminated in previous CAM exceeds 4 �, 4 m or
0,5 m/s, respectively. On the other hand, trans-505

mission power, data rate and the Clear Channel
Assessment threshold (CCAth) are adapted using
Table 3 state machine with the corresponding pa-
rameters listed that are consistent with those under
consideration for trials and deployment [12]. There-510

fore, parameter adaptation is the consequence of
the reaction to local CBR measures. The state ma-
chine interval check was set to 100 ms and DCC’s
timeUp and timeDown constants were set to 1 and
5 seconds respectively [12]. Finally, all vehicles are515

unsynchronized like in the LIMERIC case which in
fact performs better as was reported in [12] under
setup DccReactive-3.

5.3. USA DCC

Aim. Achieve reliable tracking accuracy.520

Here, it is assumed that each vehicle will try to es-
timate the position of other vehicles using a predic-
tor based on received information from the shared
channel. Accordingly, on the RSU runs the same
prediction model, a constant velocity model, as for525

every vehicle on the scenario. If position informa-
tion of vehicles being tracked is received, the re-
ceiver uses this information to reset the estimated
positions. Otherwise, if no information regarding
tracked vehicles is received, receiver uses the predic-530

tion model to carry on and estimate the positions.
Then, assuming no packet loss, the suspected track-
ing error of neighbors is computed as the di↵erence
between the predicted position (computed by the
model only with information disseminated in the535

channel) and the actual position of the vehicle in
an Euclidean sense.
On the one hand, beacon frequency is stochasti-

cally determined at each time step k by each vehicle
calculating the transmission probability p based on
suspected tracking error ẽ on neighboring vehicles

towards its own position:

pk =

⇢
0 ẽk < eth
1� exp(�↵|ẽk � eth|2) otherwise

(7)

where ↵ = 2 is the sensitivity to the suspected
tracking error and eth = 0.2 m the error threshold
[18]. After each transmission, it is stochastically
decided based on the Packet Erasure Rate (PER)
whether suspected error ẽ is reset or continues to
accumulate: ẽ+

k
= (1 � ⇣)ẽk where ⇣ ⇠ Bern(1 �

PER). PER is estimated on the fly by check-
ing the inconsistency in sequence numbers of re-
ceived packets from all corresponding senders (with
at least two messages received) within a 1 s his-
tory log and then averaged over all senders. On the
other hand, the transmission range L equals Lmin

if CBR > CBRmax, Lmax if CBR < CBRmin and

Lmin +
CBRmax � CBR

CBRmax � CBRmin

(Lmax � Lmin) (8)

otherwise. (8) is a function of the CBR mea-
sured within 1 s time window where Lmin = 50 m,
Lmax = 250 m, CBRmin = 0.4 and CBRmax =540

0.8. Finally, L is mapped to transmission power
based on the empirical channel model reported in
[41] with a granularity of 0.5 dBm.

5.4. Evaluation metrics

The following metrics have been used to study545

the performance of the beaconing protocols.

• Position error (PE) defined as the Euclidean
error between the current vehicle’s position
and the last reported position to the RSU. It is
computed at the RSU for each vehicle every 10550

ms. This metric is used to evaluate the imple-
mentability of the protocols as security appli-
cations are sustained on accurate and updated
position information.

• Channel footprint (CF) defined as the to-555

tal channel resources consumed at the RSU in
time and space [42]. This metric provides in-
formation on the amount of channel bandwidth
used and can be compared against tracking er-
ror reliability. In addition, a high channel foot-560

print indicates worse conditions for dissemina-
tion of other types of messages on the same
channel.
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Table 3: Parameter configuration of the ETSI DCC state machine.

State CBR
tb

[ms]
Pt

[dBm]
R

[Mbps]
CCAth

[dBm]
Relaxed < 0.3 100 33 3 -95
Active1 0.3� 0.4 200 23 6 -85
Active2 0.4� 0.5 300 23 6 -85
Active3 0.5� 0.6 400 23 6 -85
Restrictive > 0.6 500 -10 12 -65

The Complementary Cumulative Distribution
Function (CCDF) defined as CCDF = 1 � CDF565

provides the probability Pr(Error > n) of the
position error to be greater than n at the RSU.
It was used to evaluate PE reliability for safety
applications as against other approaches (e.g.,
average values and confident intervals) the dis-570

tribution keeps all measured information. PDR
was discarded because it is not a good metric
of tracking performance since does not reflect
correlated packet collisions. Not receiving several
consecutive beacons increases tracking error more575

than receiving packets alternatively, despite the
ratio between the number of packets received and
sent (i.e. PDR) could be the same.

5.5. Simulation results

The performance of the described protocols was580

evaluated using Veins 4.6 for VANET simulation
and SUMO 0.29 for vehicle mobility simulation on
the scenario and parameters described in Section
3.1. The fix-period beaconing of Section 4 was con-
sidered as baseline for comparison. Table 4 summa-585

rizes the improvement of beaconing protocols w.r.t.
the baseline for Scenarios Ø and O while Fig. 8
illustrates performance in Scenario O.
Both ETSI and USA DCCs are the ones perform-

ing better because of a reduced number of collisions.590

It is clear that USA DCC performs better in overall
despite still providing not negligible maximum val-
ues. Contrary, ETSI DCC improves maximum PE
values because of relaxed periodic transmissions but
does not achieve high accuracy because of correlated595

packet collisions are still present. There is a no-
table di↵erence between the two scenarios in PE of
baseline and LIMERIC protocols because the high
number of transmissions and shadowing e↵ect, as
predicted in Section 4.3. There is no such di↵erence600

while using LIMERIC jointly with PULSAR, ETSI
DCC and USA DCC di↵erent approaches that con-
trol channel load, the latter being almost indepen-
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Figure 8: Comparison of the CCDF of PE of all protocols
under Scenario O.

dent of the scenario achieving similar PE values for
both. Regarding CF, all the protocols decrease CF605

where USA DCC stands out for the almost null
use of the channel. Nevertheless, high values of
CBR above CBRmax are still measured by the RSU
meaning that there is a discrepancy between vehicle
and RSU measures.610

The spatial distribution of the error shown in Fig.
11 should be taken into account at the time of im-
plementing an application based on a RSU which
needs position information of vehicles approaching
the intersection. In that sense, considering an aver-615

age vehicle width of about 2 m, an overall accuracy
of 1 m is needed in order to locate a vehicle in a
particular driving lane. Therefore, considering val-
ues from Table 4 (or observing Fig. 11 of Section
6.2), it can be concluded that maximum errors and620

standard deviations are too large to consider im-
plementing a critical safety application relying only
on the information proportioned by all three proto-
cols to the RSU. This points out that further im-
provement of these protocols is needed to be able625

to sustain critical safety applications. However, re-
garding non-safety applications, 95% of error values
would be under medium accuracy scale from up to
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Table 4: Summary of statistical performance of studied protocols w.r.t. position error and channel footprint for unobstructed
(Ø) and obstructed (O) scenarios. All results shown were obtained from 10 simulation runs. mean values are computed
averaging all values measured in the same time step for each vehicle and then averaging over all simulation time steps. 95%
percentiles shown are the average of all percentiles computed in each time step. max(d) are the maximum PE values calculated
within d m from the RSU. max(CBR) are the maximum CBR values measured at the RSU.

Baseline LIM+PULS ETSI DCC USA DCC
Ø O Ø O Ø O Ø O

PE [m]

mean 7.01 15.93 2.88 7.48 1.02 1.42 0.44 0.65
95% 36.55 104.93 10.43 43.46 3.96 5.87 1.09 1.17

max(50) 436.9 561.8 266.2 410.9 26.44 32.33 295.2 403.4
max(100) 427.1 565.1 295.3 430.6 40.9 154 206.1 524.5
max(400) 466.5 565.1 446.4 432.9 167.3 218.8 542.6 742.6

CF
mean 0.53 0.5 0.49 0.49 0.25 0.26 0.02 0.02
95% 0.55 0.52 0.51 0.52 0.27 0.28 0.02 0.02

max(CBR) 0.9 0.87 0.82 0.84 0.51 0.58 0.06 0.06

100 m using ETSI DCC as Fig. 11 illustrates. A
similar performance would be obtained using USA630

DCC from distances up to 175 m enabling, e.g., an
e�cient tra�c light management from the RSU.

5.6. Protocol performance discussion

LIM+PULS. The study of the temporal position
error behavior showed an improvement when con-635

gestion occured although no application require-
ments are considered. PE improves w.r.t. the base-
line when channel becomes saturated. LIMERIC
aims only to achieve a target CBR, hence, its per-
formance is explained by the correct adaptation to640

CBR disseminated by PULSAR. As a reminder,
LIMERIC was limited with a minimum beacon in-
terval equal to the baseline’s interval. PULSAR
dissemination of 2-hop maximum CBR of neigh-
bors allows vehicles to react to similar CBR values645

measured at the RSU and mitigate shadowing ef-
fects. However, CBR information is not accurate
enough so does not reflect the actual situation at
the RSU. Hence, CBR information disseminated by
the RSU would solve this issue. Another drawback650

that limits improvement is the fairness postulation
because vehicles di↵erently contributing to the er-
ror transmit with same beacon rate. Error grows
when dynamics are more relevant as no adaptation
to these is used and correlated collisions still oc-655

cur because of periodic transmissions. Also, on the
other hand, vehicles transmitting with same con-
stant power limit the performance because pack-
ets sent by low speed vehicles are received with
greater signal strength than vehicles with higher660

speeds which are located far from the RSU. Lin-
ear parameters —which define the convergence sta-

bility, speed and time— were set to constant val-
ues but protocol performance would be improved if
those were dynamically adapted to the number of665

vehicles because of the fast varying tra�c density
of the scenario.

ETSI DCC. ETSI’s protocol reacts to CBR to
avoid channel congestion decreasing power trans-
mission and beacon frequency and increasing data670

rate and sensitivity. Adaptation is based on CBR
measures of vehicles which di↵er significantly from
the ones measured at the RSU. Thus, using PUL-
SAR approach would improve performance like was
tested in [31] and in LIMERIC’s evaluation. How-675

ever, contrary to LIMERIC, ETSI DCC does not
only rely on the channel load to adapt beacon fre-
quency. In fact, the periodic component of the bea-
con frequency is adapted to the CBR but the other
frequency component is derived from vehicles dy-680

namics (CAM triggering conditions). Thus, as the
channel becomes more saturated, the protocol de-
creases the beacon frequency and the later com-
ponent acquire more relevance improving the posi-
tion accuracy. On the other hand, a high data rate685

lowers the probability of collision which enhances
performance when congestion occurs. Decrease in
power and increase in sensitivity objective are to
avoid interfering with further vehicles and improve
near communications, respectively. When conges-690

tion occurs, the carrier sense (CS) range is lowered
thus further vehicles’ signals are treated as noise
enabling closer communications. This approach is
not optimal in the specific scenario as seen in Sec-
tion 4 because low speed vehicles are being prior-695

itized as interferer vehicles get closer to the RSU.
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In addition, tweaking state machine’s reaction time
to match the high mobility of the scenario would
compromise its stability which is a current known
problem of the protocol [13].700

USA DCC. As stated in Section 4, vehicle dy-
namics and probability of collision are key compo-
nents for tracking accuracy. USA DCC achieves
high performance because of low collision proba-
bility conditions and fully adaptation to vehicles705

dynamics. Forcing all nodes to track vehicles has
a computational cost disadvantage, however, it al-
lows vehicles to estimate the error that others are
having and to be able to react to it. Using the error
threshold, despite not being a deterministic appli-710

cation requirement, it directly grants more priority
to vehicles having more error. Besides, it reduces
redundant information from the channel lowering
collision which in turn leads to better opportuni-
ties to succeed for other kinds of messages. If a715

packet is lost, next one will be sent stochastically
only when the predictor error exceeds the threshold,
as there is no mechanism to avoid packet loss. This
derives in large values of maximum error and un-
certainty which do not cope with high accuracy po-720

sition requirements. Another drawback —although
this problem is alleviated as the RSU is the one
regulating the intersection— is a significant reduc-
tion of awareness as new vehicles appearing inside
the RSU range do not receive updated information725

about vehicles that already sent their beacon and
that their model is predicting correctly.

6. Adaptation criteria for IAS

Results simulated and discussed in Section 5
showed that protocols designed using V2V met-730

rics can barely support safety IAS despite being
able to meet their requirements as demonstrated by
their authors. This shows a tradeo↵ in the adapta-
tion criteria between enhancing vehicle and RSU-
based applications. Consequently, there is a need735

for new beaconing protocol criteria that yields to
better performance on which RSU-based IAS can
be sustained. Also, this shows the need to adapt
adaptation, that is, to decide when and how to
switch adaptations to comply with di↵erent kind of740

applications or scenarios, which is complementary
with the work in [24, 43]. Since the latter is out of
the scope of this paper, novel criteria for parame-
ter adaptation to enhance beaconing performance
towards IAS is proposed below.745

Lesson 1 and 2 obtained in Section 4 and knowl-
edge gained by Section 5 evaluation lead to the fol-
lowing adaptation criteria with the aim of maximiz-
ing position accuracy.

C1 Vehicles prone to larger errors must have higher750

priority. Current fairness postulations are not
derived from tracking accuracy and reliability.

C2 All communication parameters must be
adapted to the dynamics of the vehicles not
only to the state of the channel.755

C3 E↵ect of packet collisions has to be mitigated.
In other words, protocols must aim for low
probability of collision conditions while in the
event of a collision the most relevant packet
must be decodable to avoid correlated colli-760

sions.

6.1. Parameter adaptation discussion

Parameter adaptation, limitations and their ef-
fects in an intersection area are discussed below.
Please note that the discussion is from the POV765

of a RSU as a static node located in the middle of
the intersection. Parameters selected are the most
relevant in adaptive beaconing literature, aligned
with ETSI’s adaptation and limited by the current
standardized MAC protocol.770

Power (Pt). Vehicle transmission power can be
adapted taking into account that 33 dBm is the
maximum power allowed at ITS-G5 CCH. Pt de-
termines communication range (CR) and CS range.
To obtain a lower collision probability (Criterion 3),775

it is interesting that the range in which vehicles are
sensed is as large as possible to avoid the existence
of hidden nodes. As power increases, so does CR
and CS range. Therefore, in that sense, the higher
the power in which vehicles transmit the better. In780

addition, a high power implies a greater robustness
against channel attenuation. However, transmit-
ting all with the same power does not solve the
capturing e↵ect (as seen in Section 5), nor does it
to adapt the power to the distance towards the RSU785

because all packets will be received with similar
power. Hence, following Criterion 1 and Criterion 2
we advocate that vehicles with higher speeds trans-
mit with higher power than vehicles with slower
speeds, so that in case of interference the former790

vehicles achieve better SINR values. The di↵erence
between transmission powers is then subjected to
the modulation being used which imposes the min-
imum SINR to correctly receive a packet.
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Data Rate (R). Available data rates in IEEE795

802.11p with their corresponding modulation, cod-
ing rate, minimum sensitivity and SINR threshold
needed to correctly decode are listed in Table 5. A
recent discussion about optimum data rate for V2V
beaconing can be found in [44]. The use of higher800

transmission speeds implies a decrease in packet du-
ration and thus a decrease in channel congestion
but, on the other hand, implies a less robust mod-
ulation and a lower CR. Higher SNR and SINR
values are required at the receiver in order to be805

correctly decoded. Vehicles using a more robust
modulation and coding scheme will contribute more
to the channel load because of a longer packet du-
ration which, in turn, increases the probability of
collision. Therefore, in this context and following810

Criterion 1 and Criterion 2:

– Vehicles with higher speeds are prone to more
error and usually found at larger distances
from the RSU. So, a lower data rate is pre-
ferred to achieve a higher priority and better815

PDR values accounting for interference from
low speed vehicles (SINR threshold reduction)
or severe channel attenuation at further dis-
tances (sensitivity reduction).

– Low speed vehicles require less priority thus820

higher data rates are assigned to contribute less
to CBR and to achieve lower Pcol values (Cri-
terion 3). Note that this also acts as a conges-
tion control because vehicle speed is inversely
proportional to the tra�c density. The more825

tra�c the lower the speed, thus the proportion
of vehicles with low speed and high data rate
will be higher. Unfortunately, packets collid-
ing will not likely be decoded due to an in-
creased SINR threshold required, nevertheless,830

lost packets will have less impact on the overall
error.

Sensitivity (CCAth). CCAth defines the thresh-
old from which the IEEE 802.11p preamble and
header can be detected and decoded or contrary835

considered as noise, so that the medium is sensed as
occupied or idle respectively. Obviously, CCAth is
limited by receiver’s sensitivity but ETSI DCC con-
siders as minimum and maximum values, -95 dBm
and -65 dBm respectively. Lowering CCAth (i.e.,840

increasing CS range) of vehicles allows for the detec-
tion of transmissions from vehicles situated far away
reducing the number of hidden nodes. However,

more contending neighbors result in nodes sensing
the channel as busy for a longer period and simul-845

taneous transmissions, i.e., that two or more nodes
choose the same backo↵ time, are more likely to
occur. On the other hand, reducing the CS range
allows for more transmission opportunities because
of lower local CBR values and reduces the number850

of simultaneous transmissions at the cost of getting
interferer closer (high SIR values) increasing con-
current transmission. Section 4 showed that in this
scenario concurrent transmissions are more influ-
ential than simultaneous transmissions. Therefore,855

we advocate for the use of the minimum receiver
sensitivity as CCAth to minimize Pcol at the RSU,
that is, -95 dBm. Note that all the criteria can not
be met at the same time: high speed vehicles can
not be prioritized while Pcol is minimized.860

Priority (AC). IEEE 802.11p EDCA mechanism
allows prioritizing between data tra�c using four
di↵erent queues with di↵erent AIFS listening peri-
ods and CW settings. Table 6 maps the ITS-G5
tra�c classes onto the default parameters of the865

four AC of CCH. CWmax has been omitted as it is
never used on broadcast mode. AC BE category is
intended to be used for CAMs which turns out to
make use of the largest CWmin available. A large
CWmin is preferred for both, high and low speed870

vehicles, to lower the probability of a simultaneous
transmission (Criterion 3). Regarding Criterion 1
and Criterion 2, AC BE is preferred for high speed
vehicles and AC BK for low speed vehicles. In that
sense, vehicles with higher speeds will listen to the875

medium for shorter periods of time before transmit-
ting, thus obtaining a higher priority. In this way,
packets that have the most influence on the error
are going to be transmitted first.

Rate (1/tb). Beacon frequency is the most influen-880

tial and versatile parameter and the one where more
e↵ort has been put into by researchers. Adapting
beacon rate following current fairness postulations
does not cope with required position accuracies for
IAS, neither it does aiming to achieve maximum885

throughput relying on CBR measurements of ve-
hicles as shown in results of Section 5.5. With
high accuracies in mind, beacon frequency must be
adapted to vehicle dynamics while randomization
is needed to avoid correlated packet collisions. The890

best approach that fits the criteria is the use of
a prediction approach based on the position error.
This approach decreases the uncertainty between
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Table 5: IEEE 802.11p Data Rates (10 MHz Channel) [44].

Data Rate [Mbps] Modulation Coding Rate
Minimum

Sensitivity [dBm]
SINR

Threshold [dB]
3 BPSK 1/2 -85 5
4.5 BPSK 3/4 -84 6
6 QPSK 1/2 -82 8
9 QPSK 3/4 -80 11
12 16-QAM 1/2 -77 15
18 16-QAM 3/4 -73 20
24 64-QAM 2/3 -69 25
27 64-QAM 3/4 -68 30

Table 6: Tra�c Classes for ITS-G5 [31].

ITS-G5
Tra�c Class

AC CWmin AIFS [µs] Intended Use

0 AC VO 3 58 High-priority DENM
1 AC VI 7 71 DENM
2 AC BE 15 110 CAM

3 AC BK 15 149
Multihop DENM,
other data tra�c

beacon intervals allowing the opportunity to relax
some adaptation criteria and improve the perfor-895

mance of the vehicle network. In this way, lower
rates complying with maximum beacon intervals
of standards can be achieved, generating low colli-
sion probability conditions (Criterion 3), while pro-
viding reliable awareness. Besides, position error900

threshold condition implicitly considers vehicle dy-
namics (Criterion 1 and Criterion 2). Therefore,
using a predictor at the RSU can benefit all exist-
ing protocols with only a minimum computational
cost disadvantage compared to force all vehicles to905

run a predictor. In fact, most intersection safety ap-
plications envisaged require monitoring position of
vehicles. In that sense, previous evaluation of USA
DCC revealed the potential of using a position pre-
dictor despite showing non implementable uncer-910

tainty error values. Hence, high reliability must be
solved using randomized redundant transmissions
and feedback provided by the RSU about channel
metrics and position tracking information.

6.2. Criteria implementation915

Under this section, we propose a slight modifica-
tion of the studied protocols to validate criteria dis-
cussed in Section 6.1: Intersection Assistance State
Machine (IASM). In that sense, we leave beacon
frequency adaptation out so it can be implemented920

RAISELOOSE
Pt = 33 dBmPt = 23 dBm
R = 3 MbpsR = 18 Mbps

AIFS = 149 µs AIFS = 110 µs

v < 5 m/s

v � 5 m/s

Figure 9: IASM’s state machine adaptation of transmission
power, data rate and listening period conditioned by vehicle
speed and application requirements. Other parameters like
the clear channel assessment threshold and the contention
window remain constant.

over existing protocols. Hence, discussion of Sec-
tion 6.1 is synthesized in IASM state machine of
Fig. 9 based on vehicles’ dynamics. Two di↵erent
states (LOOSE and RAISE) specify the correspond-
ing parameters to be used and are selected accord-925

ing to the speed of the vehicle. LOOSE and RAISE
states correspond to vehicles with low speed, which
are intentionally prioritized less, and high speed,
respectively.

As discussed, CCAth and CWmin values always
remain the same for each vehicle. The minimum
data rate (3 Mbps) and the maximum transmission
power (33 dBm) have been selected for vehicles in
RAISE state. Contrary, a data rate of 18 Mbps has
been chosen following the work in [44] for vehicles
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Figure 10: IASM improvement on the CCDF of PE using
the baseline protocol for both scenarios.

in LOOSE. A Pt of 23 dBm has been chosen to
meet the SINR threshold (5 dB) required to decode
a packet sent in RAISE state in case of a collision,
plus a margin to account for signal attenuation due
to large distances and shadowing dynamics because
most of the vehicles with higher speeds are located
further. This translates in a 10 dB ratio between
both transmission powers at the senders which is
two times the SINR threshold. Finally, conditions
to distinguish between both states (i.e., between
high and low speed) are:

State :=

⇢
LOOSE v tb,min < eth
RAISE otherwise

(9)

The rationale behind (9) is that high speeds are930

those whose contribution to the error is above the
requirement imposed by the application during the
period of time required by the minimum latency.
E.g., in case of a required error threshold of 0.5
meters and a minimum delay information interval935

of 0.1 seconds, the LOOSE state is determined by
the condition v < 5m/s like in Fig. 9.

6.3. Criteria validation

To validate IASM we implemented it over the
evaluated protocols using same simulation condi-940

tions and parameters of Section 5. Beacon fre-
quency was adapted using the specific correspond-
ing protocol’s technique while all other communica-
tion parameters were adapted using IASM. Fig. 10
clearly illustrates improvement on the CCDF of PE945

for baseline protocol in both scenarios. Improve-
ment on the CCDF is explained by IASM influ-
ence on the decrease in Pcol, increased SINR values
and MAC priority for high speed vehicles’ packets.
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Figure 11: Comparison of the spatial distribution of PE us-
ing IASM on (a) ETSI DCC and (b) USA DCC in Scenario
O. Mean values are represented by dots while 95% percentiles
define the lengths of each bar. Only results obtained of two
best performing protocols in worst case scenario conditions
are shown.
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Figure 12: IASM improvement on PE over default studied
protocols in Scenario O.
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However, using baseline protocol the improvement950

is limited because of the over saturated channel.
The protocol uses no adaptation of the beacon rate
and the MAC protocol of the standard can not han-
dle the large volume of beacons by itself. The im-
provement on maximum PE values is also limited955

because of the number of packets sent. There are
more correlated collisions which cause PE values of
specific vehicles to grow and thus high maximum
PE values appear. Despite this, IASM improves
the mean and 95% percentile of PE by over 30%960

which can be observed in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 summarizes the improvement of IASM
over all protocols sorted in ascending order of num-
ber of packets sent. One can clearly observe that
error (PE mean and 95% percentile) improvement965

becomes larger when the number of packets is in-
creased. This becomes clear for USA DCC in Fig.
11 and Fig. 12 where limited improvement on the
average PE is due to the low number of collisions.
Also, USA DCC approach limits IASM improve-970

ment as packets send at low speeds can become rel-
evant in some circumstances. For instance, it only
takes a few packets to predict a vehicle’s trajec-
tory traveling at constant low speed. Therefore, in
this case, improving the reception of packets sent at975

high speeds over the aforementioned ones could not
be optimal. However, IASM reduces uncertainty
of USA DCC with a 10% improvement on the 95%
percentile. On the other hand, changing adaptation
criteria of ETSI DCC to IASM improves PE mean980

and 95% percentile over 10% while maximum val-
ues are improved over 23%. Besides, adding IASM
criteria to LIMERIC improves the mean and 95%
percentile by 14% and 20%, respectively.

Fig. 11 shows the improvement on the spatial985

distribution of PE compared to results obtained us-
ing the default protocols. Now, medium accuracies
are found up to almost 150 m using ETSI+IASM
which is a 50% range improvement w.r.t. default
ETSI DCC. In Fig. 11, maximum PE values can be990

found above the low precision scale for each distance
interval. Therefore, IASM can not provide high
precision on its own despite decreasing the uncer-
tainty and the average PE. This indicates that the
adaptation of the beacon rate is the one that most995

influences PE. In this sense, the protocols studied
need to address directly the problem of correlated
collisions to be able to achieve acceptable levels of
accuracy.
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Figure 13: Design framework of the proposed IAP to enhance
VANET performance towards RSU-based IAS requirements.

7. Intersection Assistance Protocol1000

In Section 6.3 our results indicate that adapt-
ing other communication parameters using IASM
rather than beacon rate improved the performance
of studied protocols. Moreover, we discussed opti-
mal beacon rate in Section 6. Hence, in this section1005

we propose Intersection Assistance Protocol (IAP)
with a full adaptation of all parameters based on
learning from Section 4 and 5 and IASM’s perfor-
mance in Section 6. We present the following guide-
lines aligned with standardization bodies on which1010

beaconing protocols must be based to enable RSU-
based safety IAS.

7.1. Design framework

IAP is based on the following design approach de-
rived from beacon rate discussion of Section 6.1 and1015

IASM that can be divided into three main blocks
illustrated in Fig. 13.

Adaptation to dynamics. This block uses IAS
requirements of position accuracy and latency plus
vehicle dynamics as input to: (i) set transmission1020

power, data rate, sensitivity and beacon priority us-
ing IASM and (ii) send specific timed CAMs when
needed using ETSI’s CAM triggering conditions, a
trajectory prediction approach like USA DCC, feed-
back provided by the RSU or an imminent vehicle1025

collision.

Congestion & awareness control. Using CBR
information disseminated by the RSU in combi-
nation with maximum latency requirements, this
block controls congestion caused in the same inter-1030

section or by nearby interfering areas and provides
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up-to-date awareness required by applications and
standards. This solves some of the situations where
trajectory prediction approaches does not comply
with ETSI’s standard minimum CAM frequency re-1035

quirements providing not enough awareness.

RSU feedback. This block is intended to be in-
tegrated with the specific IAS operating in the in-
tersection area. It uses received beacons to track
each vehicle under its coverage area and to com-1040

pute CBR. It periodically disseminates CBR infor-
mation (CBRRSU ) within ITS RSU standardized
messages like, e.g., intersection tra�c light status
(SPATEM), road topology (MAPEM) and infras-
tructure to vehicle Information (IVIM) [45, 46].1045

In addition, provides feedback about vehicles po-
sition allowing vehicles to react to correlated or
relevant packet loss. E.g., the following informa-
tion included in periodic messages can be exploited
to avoid correlated collisions and maximum error1050

values: a vector containing vehicle Ids from which
a message has been received between consecutive
messages or the Id of the vehicle which information
has not been updated for the longest period of time.

7.2. Implementation1055

A proof-of-concept implementation of IAP is im-
plemented as follows based on all previous learning.
Algorithms 1 and 2 shown in pseudo-code summa-
rize the main procedures of the RSU and vehicles,
respectively. Here, we are assuming that the only1060

feedback provided by the RSU is CBRRSU and
ListRSU , 250 integers containing the Ids of vehicles
whose packet has been received during last second.
This information is encapsulated in a 1300B packet
broadcasted in CCH every second using default val-1065

ues of Table 1.

1) Because of USA DCC approach proved a great
potential: CAM triggering conditions are given
by a deterministic trajectory prediction ap-
proach. In that sense, a beacon is sent only1070

when the di↵erence between the predicted po-
sition p̂ —computed using a constant velocity
model and the last velocity information sent in
a CAM vj— and the actual position known by
the vehicle p exceeds eth = 0.5 m. On the other1075

side, the RSU runs the same model to track each
vehicle implementing the aforementioned RSU
Feedback: Vehicle Tracker block. The use of
a trajectory approach allows relaxing periodic
beacon rate and aim for a controlled awareness1080

under low probability of collision conditions.

2) Because LIMERIC proved a great adaptation to
CBR and to overcome USA DCC approach lim-
itations: a periodic beacon rate 1/tb is derived
from LIMERIC implementation of Section 5.11085

using CBRRSU and a relaxed CBRmax = 0.25
to meet Criterion III, which is approximating
derived from a Pcol  0.05 in [13]. CBRRSU is
used to overcome discrepancy finding discussed
in Section 5.6 between vehicle and RSU mea-1090

sures of CBR due to shadowing e↵ects. Also,
the beacon period is limited to tb,min = 0.1 s
and tb,max = 1 s as defined in the standard [1].

3) Because protocols su↵ered from correlated
packet loss causing not negligible maximum er-1095

ror values: if the vehicle Id is not present
within two consecutive RSU packets, the next
time scheduled beacon is randomized multiply-
ing it by a uniform random variable in the
range (0.001,1). Therefore, every vehicle incre-1100

ments an integer variable notInListCounter ev-
ery time a RSU messages is received and does
not contain the vehicle’s Id.

4) Finally, IASM was used to adapt other commu-
nication parameters rather than beacon rate be-1105

cause it was found to improve performance.

Algorithm 1 RSU

1: procedure Feedback and CBR monitor
2: every time step k  1 s

3: CBRRSU  computeCBR()
4: ListRSU  createListOfV ehicles()
5: sendRSUMessage()

6: procedure Vehicle tracker
7: every time step k  0.01 s

8: trackV ehicles()

7.3. Performance evaluation

To validate the proposed implementation, we
used same simulation conditions and parameters
of Section 5 despite the inclusion of the aforemen-1110

tioned RSU messages.
Simulation results are illustrated in Fig. 14 and

Fig. 15 which clearly show a significant improve-
ment on the CCDF and the spatial distribution of
PE compared to Fig. 8 and Fig. 11 against all stud-1115

ied protocols. IAP grants a probability of 99.56%
of the PE to be within medium accuracy scale for
all its coverage area which enables safety IAS [29],
contrary to the other protocols. Using IAP, 95%
percentile PE values under one meter accuracy are1120

found from distances within 250 meters from the
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Algorithm 2 Vehicle

1: procedure Adaptation to dynamics
2: every time step k  0.1 s

3: CAM trigger :
4: p̂k  p̂k�1 + vj�t

5: if kp̂k � pkk � eth then
6: sendCAM()
7: vj  vk

8: p̂k  pk

9: IASM :
10: if vk tb,min < eth then
11: Pt  23 dBm

12: R 18 Mbps

13: AIFS  149 µs

14: else
15: Pt  33 dBm

16: R 3 Mbps

17: AIFS  110 µs

18: procedure Congestion and awareness control
19: every time step k  t

k
b

20: sendCAM()

21: t
k
b  LIM(tk�1

b , tb,min, tb,max, CBRRSU , CBRmax)
22: if notInListCounter > 1 then
23: var  getRandomV ariable(0.001, 1)
24: else
25: var  1
26: scheduleNextCAM() in var ⇤ tb
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Figure 14: CCDF of PE of the proposed IAP in Scenario
O compared to the best performing protocol of Section 5,
USA DCC. Please note that axis scales changed to get more
resolution when Pr ! 0.

Table 7: Summary of statistical performance of proposed
IAP in scenario O. Improvement is calculated against best
values of Table 4 among all protocols for scenario O.

IAP [m] Improvement [%]

PE

mean 0.08 87.7
95% 0.28 76.1
max.(50) 8.97 72.3
max.(100) 20.35 86.8
max.(400) 26 88.1
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Figure 15: Spatial distribution of PE using IAP in Scenario
O. Please note that y-axis scale changed compared to results
of Fig. 11.

RSU. This is a great improvement on the PE un-
certainty against the other protocols that were not
able to provide sub-meter 95% percentile values at
any distance. If the aim is to implement critical1125

safety applications requiring high accuracies, high
maximum values are still found despite obtaining
the lowest values of all simulated protocols. A max-
imum PE value of 7.12 m is found for distances
within 25 m. To solve this, a more aggressive feed-1130

back from the RSU or a more elaborated protocol
is required. In that sense, no feedback of vehicles
position was used on the proposed protocols as this
would require a detailed study and modifications
which is out of the scope of this paper. However,1135

regarding non-safety applications, Fig. 15 and Ta-
ble 7 show that IAP provides in average PE values
within high accuracy scale and great uncertainty
values for all its coverage area. Therefore, infor-
mation disseminated by IAP is reliable enough to1140

enable non-safety applications.
Regarding CF, CBR values were found to os-

cillate near 0.25 with a maximum value found of
0.38 when congestion occurs and an overall av-
erage value of 0.2. This points out that IAP is1145

able to keep the channel non-saturated increasing
the probability of success of other messages with
higher priority. Here, there is also room for im-
provement as LIMERIC linear parameters were set
to constant values like in Section 5.6. Finally, Ta-1150

ble 7 summarizes IAP performance and improve-
ment over best results obtained in previous sec-
tions with significant 72.3 to 87.7% improvement
values over the evaluated metrics of PE. In con-
clusion, loosely speaking, improvement comes from1155

implementing a trajectory prediction approach with
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added redundant transmissions derived from reli-
able metrics —that are randomized to avoid corre-
lated packet collisions— under acceptable channel
usage and awareness values.1160

8. Conclusions

This article presented a critical analysis on the
performance of EU and US current DCC protocols
derived from a semi-analytic study through an RSU
application’s POV of the position error behavior in1165

an intersection area. Its performance was evalu-
ated and compared with di↵erent accuracy scales
required by envisaged ITS applications. In that
sense, it was deduced that none of the studied bea-
coning protocols were able to provide reliable infor-1170

mation to enable RSU-based safety IAS. Position
accuracy was found to be strongly influenced by
vehicle dynamics, however, none of them provided
adaptation to dynamics for other communication
parameters rather than beacon rate. Neither ac-1175

counted directly for the hidden node problem de-
riving in correlated packet collisions and capturing
e↵ect which was found to be of high relevance in
the considered scenario to achieve low uncertainty.
Therefore, we discussed and proposed IASM, a1180

novel adaptation criteria of communication param-
eters to enhance performance of existing beaconing
protocols towards RSU-based IAS. In addition, as a
proof-of-concept, we proposed and evaluated a new
beaconing protocol (IAP) that improved an 87.7%1185

the mean position error over the studied protocols.
IAP granted medium accuracy and acceptable max-
imum error values that enable the implementation
of safety IAS. Nevertheless, some challenges still re-
main unsolved as, e.g., when to adapt adaptation,1190

how the proposed criteria e↵ects vehicles’ applica-
tions or how to achieve very high accuracies with
very low uncertainties on which critical safety IAS
can be sustained.
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